UW Neutron Therapy Spring Refresher Course Starts April 19!

The University of Washington’s Neutron Therapy Programs is a one-of-a-kind program with a long history of excellence and an active therapeutic program for daily patient care.

The UW School of Medicine Department of Radiation Oncology cordially invites interested participants to our new Neutron Therapy Spring Refresher Course.

Our experts in neutron radiation therapy will provide an update on clinical considerations, physics and biology of neutron therapy, and practical treatment planning. The course is open to everyone and free!

Course Dates at a Glance
Wed, April 19: 7AM – 8AM
Wed, April 26: 7AM – 8AM
Wed, May 17: 7AM – 8AM
Wed, May 31: 7AM – 8AM

(See detailed course schedule below)

Please RSVP by April 15, 2017 at khsu8@w.edu

Location/Directions
University of Washington Medical Center
Department of Radiation Oncology
1959 NE Pacific St
Dept of Radiation Oncology, NN132
Seattle, WA 98195

Directions:
When you arrive to the University of Washington Medical Center, please take the Pacific Elevator to the 1st floor. The Department of Radiation Oncology will be directly in front of you as you exit the elevator. Please proceed to check in with the receptionist, and let them know you would like to attend the Neutron Therapy Spring Refresher Course, an associate will escort you to the lecture room.
Detailed Course Schedule

**Seminar 1:** “Clinical Neutron Therapy System physics and dosimetry: What do we know? What do we know that we do not know?”
Robert Stewart, PhD
**Wednesday, April 19:** 7–8AM, Radiation Oncology Conference Room (NN132) – new date!

**Seminar 2:** "Know thy tool: How to use Neutron Radiotherapy in a clinical setting"
George Laramore, MD, PhD, FACR, FASTRO
**Wednesday, April 26:** 7–8AM, Plaza Café (1st Floor, Pacific Tower) – new date!

**Seminar 3:** “Neutron RBE and treatment planning in Pinnacle”
Robert Stewart, PhD & Tom Arbuckle, CMD
**Wednesday, May 17:** 7–8AM, Radiation Oncology Conference Room (NN132) – new date!

**Seminar 4:** “Expanding the role of Neutron Therapy in the palliative setting”
Upendra Parvathaneni, MD
**Tuesday, May 31:** 7–8AM, Radiation Oncology Conference Room (NN132) – new date!

**Learning Objectives:**

Update and bolster participants’ experience in clinical neutron therapy. Our UW Medicine experts in clinical neutron therapy will provide an overview of clinical considerations, physics, and biology of neutron therapy and practical treatment planning.